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Abstract—Automatic, template-free extraction of informa-
tion from form images is challenging due to the variety of
form layouts. This is even more challenging for historical forms
due to noise and degradation. A crucial part of the extraction
process is associating input text with pre-printed labels. We
present a learned, template-free solution to detecting pre-
printed text and input text/handwriting and predicting pair-
wise relationships between them. While previous approaches
to this problem have been focused on clean images and clear
layouts, we show our approach is effective in the domain of
noisy, degraded, and varied form images. We introduce a new
dataset of historical form images (late 1800s, early 1900s) for
training and validating our approach. Our method uses a
convolutional network to detect pre-printed text and input text
lines. We pool features from the detection network to classify
possible relationships in a language-agnostic way. We show that
our proposed pairing method outperforms heuristic rules and
that visual features are critical to obtaining high accuracy.
Keywords-template-free; forms; document understanding;
form understanding; pairing; historical
I. INTRODUCTION
Forms are a long-used and convenient device for collect-
ing information. However, in modern times we prefer to
have data stored in digital databases rather than physical
archives. Extracting the information from images of forms
into databases is a problem confronting both businesses and
those interested in preserving history.
This work focuses on the problem of detecting pre-printed
text and input text (handwritten/stamped/typed text added to
the form) in a noisy form image and determining which
text instances should be paired, as shown in Fig. 1. When
extracting information from a form, knowing the semantic
meaning of the input text is often as important as knowing
its transcription. Typically, label-value relationships exist
between certain pre-printed text and input text elements in a
form, and the input text’s semantic meaning can be inferred
from the label. In some instances these relationships are not
exclusively one-to-one, as illustrated at the top of Fig. 1.
Our method is language-agnostic and does not use text
transcriptions, meaning our method can directly be applied
to forms in different languages if visual characteristics are
the same. While transcriptions may make relationships easier
to determine, label-value relationships in forms are typically
clear from a purely visual perspective. For example, most
people can view a form in an unfamiliar language and infer
Figure 1. Example label-value relationship pairing. We detect pre-printed
text (blue boxes), input text (cyan boxes), and label-value relationships (col-
ored lines) in historical form images. Line colors indicate the correctness of
the pairing: true-positive (green), false-negative (orange), or false-positive
(red). Note that some relationships are not one-to-one, such as the instance
inside the yellow ellipse.
the label-value relationships. We propose that a deep neural
network should be able to infer these relationships as well.
We detect text lines using a Fully Convolutional Network
(FCN) as it is effective, simple, and provides features for
later processes to reuse. We use a convolutional classifier
network to predict which potential relationships are correct
using a context window around the relationship. To ensure
globally coherent solutions, we predict the number of neigh-
bors for each text line and apply an optimization procedure
to find the best set of relationships based on relationship
probabilities and the predicted number of neighbors.
Our primary contribution is a trained, end-to-end,
language-agnostic method for finding label-value pairs in
noisy, novel form images that outperforms heuristic pairing
methods. We also show that using dilated, non-square ker-
nels in the FCN text detector improves detection accuracy
for long text lines. Finally, we contribute a new annotated
dataset of historical form images, the National Archives
Forms (NAF) dataset. Our code is at http://github.com/
herobd/Visual-Template-Free-Form-Parsing and the NAF
dataset is available at http://github.com/herobd/NAF dataset.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
While a complete solution to the problem of extracting
information from forms has many parts (text detection, text
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recognition, determining the semantic meaning of text, etc.),
we review here the aspects most related to our focus, namely
detecting and pairing pre-printed and input text.
A. Text Detection
Older methods for text detection have largely focused on
free-form documents, rather than forms and other documents
with complex layouts. They have used projection profiles,
smearing, or bottom-up methods to identify text lines, all of
which must be aware of text regions a priori. They are also
not generally resistant to noise. For a survey of these and
similar techniques, we refer the interested reader to [1].
Modern approaches have overcome these obstacles using
deep learning, presenting solutions that are robust in the
presence of noise, arbitrary document layouts, arbitrary
orientation, and curved text lines. Gru¨ning et al. [2] use
a FCN for pixel labeling followed by post-processing to
extract text lines from the pixel predictions. Wigington et
al. [3] use a FCN to detect the beginning of text lines and
have a network segment the line by stepping along it. Like
these methods, we use a FCN, but our method is simpler
as it directly predicts bounding rectangles. This limits the
types of text lines we can detect (straight, horizontal), but
is suitable for our dataset.
B. Form Processing
Much of the previous work in form processing assumes
the availability of templates for form types of interest [4],
[5], [6]. This assumption has been relaxed in later work
[7], [8]. Zhou et al. [7] assume all relevant information is
contained in table structures with lines that can be detected
by an OCR engine. Many forms, however, do not have table
structures. The method of Hirayama et al. [8] is more general
as it allows greater variation in layout. It scores potential
labels (pre-printed text) and values (input text) by matching
transcribed text with predefined class-dependent dictionaries
and rules. Possible relations between text instances are
scored using heuristic layout rules. The combination of these
two scores define their final pairing score. Hirayama et al. [8]
focus on extracting the subset of information from the forms
described by the predefined text dictionaries/rules.
Many assumptions made by these methods are broken
in our proposed NAF dataset of historical forms. The high
noise levels in historical forms can affect the accuracy of
classical layout analysis (e.g., line detection). While [8]
handles varied layouts, we show that their heuristic layout
rules do not generalize well to the NAF dataset.
We are unaware of any publicly available datasets or
official reference implementations of prior work that would
enable direct comparison with our proposed method.
C. Scene Graphs
The problem of finding label-value pairs in a form is
closely related to the problem of creating scene graphs from
natural images, and our proposed method is similar to some
previous work in this domain. In scene graphs, the objects
in the image are nodes, and edges represent relationships
(“on top of”, “is part of”, etc.) between the objects. For our
work on forms, pre-printed and input text instances are the
objects, and we only consider the label-value relationship.
Zhang et al. [9] use a detection network to predict object
and relationship bounding boxes. Then they combine two
scores (late fusion) for determining which relationships
should be kept. One score is based on learned visual
features of object pairs, and the other score is based on
spatial features computed from the detected bounding box
geometries. We take a similar approach, but perform early
fusion of visual and spatial features by inputting them to
our network, and we use a heuristic to generate candidate
relationships instead of a learned network.
Yang et al. [10] initially only detect and classify objects,
but later use a relation-proposal network to predict relation-
ships based on object classes. The proposed relationships
are formed into a graph and an attention graph convolu-
tion network predicts final relationship and object classes.
LinkNet [11] also uses a relation-proposal network and
produces object embeddings that are used to find compatible
objects for each type of relationship.
III. METHOD OVERVIEW
An overview of our method to find label-value pairs
in form images can be seen in Fig. 2. We detect
text/handwriting instances and find possible relationships
using a line-of-sight heuristic. For each possible relationship,
we extract features from the detection network around the
two text instances (padded for context). These features and
detection location masks are fed to a small convolutional
network to predict the probability of the relationship.
We also perform a global optimization, which takes the
predicted probabilities of the relationships and a predicted
number of neighbors (number of relationships) per detection
and selects which relationships are most in agreement with
both of these sets of predictions.
To predict each detection’s number of neighbors, the de-
tector network first predicts an initial estimate. To refine this
estimate, we mimic our process of predicting relationships,
focusing on a single detection rather than a pair.
IV. DETECTION
We frame the problem of detecting pre-printed text and
input text as object detection and use an FCN approach,
similar to YOLOv2 [12], to predict text line bounding boxes
and classes (pre-printed text or input text). We show that
FCNs with dilated 1×3 convolutions detect long text lines
as single entities significantly better than FCNs that use only
un-dilated 3×3 convolutions. We choose to detect text at
the line level as this is the input expected by state-of-the-art
handwriting recognition methods [13].
Figure 2. Overview of our method. First we detect pre-printed text and input text lines (shown in more detail in Fig. 4). We then find possible relationships
using a line-of-sight heuristic. We then take features from context windows around each detection and each relationship with RoIAlign. These are fed
through separate convolutional networks to predict the number of neighbors and the probability of the relationship being true. These predictions are then
passed to a global optimization to produce the final relationship predictions.
(a) Using normal 3×3 convolutions (b) Using dilated 1×3 convolutions
Figure 3. Detection without dilation (a) and using dilated 1×3 convolutions (b). Blue boxes are pre-printed text detections, cyan boxes are input text
detections. Notice in (a) that long lines are either broken into multiple detections (red arrows) or missed.
For most forms the printed text and handwriting are
reasonably horizontal. The primary exception is comments,
which are often oriented independently of the document.
While work has been done to detect accurate bounding
regions for skewed and even curved text [3], [2], we choose
a simpler method that is robust to small amounts of skew
and assumes straight lines.
Our approach is based on YOLOv2 [12] and uses the
loss formulation of YOLOv3 [14]. This model uses a FCN
and at each position predicts the probability of objects being
present for a number of anchor boxes (prior shapes), how
the anchors should be changed to align with the object, and
the class of the object.
Using a standard convolutional network (VGG-like) with
3×3 convolutions yields poor results on long text lines
(see Fig. 3a). For a correct detection, information from the
ends of the line must propagate to its center (where the
prediction is made). Thus the lengths of bounding boxes
that can be accurately predicted are limited by the horizon-
tal receptive field of the network. Although many object
detection methods [14], [15] use multi-scale approaches, a
text line is not at a different scale than the other instances
on the page just because it is longer. We instead increase
the receptive field horizontally by introducing horizontal
dilatation [16]. It can be observed that a 1×3 convolution
followed by a 3×1 convolution has much of the same
effect as a 3×3 convolution while taking fewer parameters
(spatially separable convolution). As we need only the
Figure 4. Detector network architecture. Numbers on the boxes are the
number of output channels. Dilation amount is indicated above red boxes.
horizontal increase in our receptive field, we use dilated
1×3 convolutions and non-dilated 3×1 convolutions. We
apply group normalization [17] and ReLU activations be-
tween each convolution (we don’t use spatially separable
convolution, strictly speaking). Fig. 3 shows a qualitative
comparison of results, and Fig. 4 elaborates our architecture.
We used 25 anchor boxes found using k-nearest neighbors
across the ground truth bounding boxes as in [12]. Our
seed points were chosen to span the training/validation
distribution via manual inspection. The training loss is the
same as [14], except we increase a loss weight by 20 to
further encourage incorrect detections to have 0 confidence.
Figure 5. Heuristic relationship overprediction is done using line-of-sight.
The red lines are the rays determining the line-of-sight of the blue box.
Purple boxes are pairing candidates for the blue box.
We found this increases model precision. To prune spurious
detections before pairing, we threshold at 0.5 confidence and
apply non-maximal suppression.
For our optimization we also have the detector network
additionally provide a preliminary prediction of the number
of neighbors (relationship pairs) for each detected text. This
is done by having the final 1×1 convolution predict an
additional value trained with mean-squared-error loss.
V. PAIRING
Once we have identified pre-printed text and input text
lines, we pair them to find label-value relationships. First, we
identify a high-recall list of potential relationships using a
simple heuristic. Then, we extract features for each candidate
relationship and predict how likely those elements are to be
related. Finally, because there can be local ambiguity, we
use these pairwise scores in a global optimization to derive
the final set of relationships.
A. Identifying Candidate Relationships
We first identify candidate relationships from the detection
results to reduce computation compared to exploring all
possible detection pairs. All pairs of bounding boxes whose
edges are within line-of-sight of each other, and are not too
far away from each other, are considered candidates. The
line-of-sight is determined by tracing rays from points along
the edges of bounding boxes which terminate after entering
a bounding box (see Fig. 5). To address memory limitations
during training, the combined number of candidates and
relationships is limited to a pre-determined maximum (set
to 370 in our implementation). If the number exceeds the
threshold, the maximum length of the rays is shortened and
the process is repeated. This heuristic has 96.6% recall for
the test set relationships.
B. Classifying Candidate Relationships
Many forms place labels to the left of their corresponding
value, though sometimes the label may be above or below
the value. A prior work [8] attempted to leverage regularity
of form layouts by hand-crafting heuristic rules to score
potential relationships, but hand-tuned scoring functions can
fail in the template-free case when form layouts do not
always match the assumptions made by the heuristic. A more
generalizable approach is to learn implicit rules by training
Figure 6. Relationship classifier and neighbor prediction networks.
Numbers on the boxes indicate the number of output channels. Both
networks receive as input the concatenation of the detector’s first pooling
layer and second-to-last convolution layer (extracted with RoIAlign [18]),
as well as resized detection masks. The relationship classifier predicts the
probability that the two input detections have a relationship. The neighbor
prediction network refines the prediction of the number of neighbors for
the input detection. We use depth-wise separable convolution to reduce the
number of parameters [19].
on a variety of different form layouts. We use the following
features when pairing two element bounding boxes:
• Difference of center x and y positions
• Distance from each corner to its counterpart (top-left
to top-left, bottom-left to bottom-left, etc.)
• Normalized height and width of each bounding box
(divided by 50 and 400, respectively)
• Detector predicted probabilities of belonging to the pre-
printed text / input text classes for both bounding boxes
• Predicted number of neighbors for each bounding box
It is clear that, in addition to spatial features, humans also
use multiple visual cues in determining relationships: lines,
borders, nearby text and handwriting, etc. To allow for the
learning of these cues, we also use a convolutional network
to analyze the area surrounding each potential pairing.
For each candidate relationship we find the rectangular
area bounding the two bounding box detections and pad it
by 150 pixels on each side to provide local context. We
append detector network features from both the second-
to-last convolution layer and the first pooling layer. These
features are cropped with RoIAlign [18] to the size 32×32.
We append three additional binary masks to these features
(resized to 32×32), one mask for each bounding box in the
candidate relationship and a mask of all detected bounding
boxes (Fig. 6, top left). The input order of the candidate
text bounding box masks are randomized during training.
For evaluation we average the result of both orderings.
We extract features from this input tensor with a small
convolutional network and apply global pooling to the result-
Table I
NAF DATASET CHARACTERISTICS
Version Split Images # Form Types Pre-printed Text Input Text Label-Value relationships
Simple
Train 143 51 4547 2589 2496
Validation 11 6 368 162 159
Test 11 8 250 189 161
Full
Train 682 209 40347 12482 -
Validation 59 31 3381 1266 -
Test 63 34 2892 1229 -
ing features. The resulting flattened features are appended
to the previously described spatial features, and a fully
connected network classifies the candidate relationship as
valid or not. This network is trained with a binary cross-
entropy loss. Fig. 6 shows the pairing network architecture.
VI. NEIGHBOR PREDICTION NETWORK
For the subsequent global optimization (Section VII), we
predict the number of neighbors (relationships) each detected
printed/input text element has. While the detection network
makes initial predictions, better predictions can be made
after removing spurious predictions and by focusing on each
individual text detection.
We apply another small convolutional network (Fig. 6)
to the region around each detection, in a similar manner
as described in Section V-B. However, this network has
only two input masks: one for the detection of interest and
one for all detections. The features appended before the
fully-connected layers are also slightly different: normalized
height and width, initially predicted number of neighbors,
and class prediction.
VII. GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION
The problem of determining a single relationship can
depend on other relationship decisions for a form. Imagine
the scenario where a pre-printed text line has an equal
probability to be in a relationship with two different hand-
writing instances, but one of the handwriting instances has
another possible pairing and the other does not. Assuming
we know each of these handwriting instances should be
paired with only one pre-printed text instance, we can easily
recognize the appropriate pairings for them. To take all
relationship decisions into account at once we employ global
optimization as a post-processing step.
Ideally, we want to encourage the number of predicted
relationships per bounding box to be similar to the predicted
number of neighbors for each detected element, while re-
specting the probability or score of the relationships.
Let R be the set of candidate relationships and x be a
vector of binary labels, such that xr = 1 indicates that
relationship r ∈ R is accepted. Let pr be the pairing
network’s predicted probability for r, nb ∈ R be the
estimated number of neighbors for the detected bounding
box b ∈ B, and Rb ⊆ R be the subset of all relationships
that b is part of. The tune-able parameter c determines how
much confidence we place in the accuracy of nb, and T is
a (soft) threshold. We formulate our optimization as
x∗=argmax
x
[∑
r∈R
(pr− T )xr− c
∑
b∈B
(
nb −
∑
r∈Rb
xr
)2]
(1)
The first term of Eq. 1 seeks to reject relationships with
probabilities less than T . With c = 0, Eq. 1 reduces to
thresholding with pr ≥ T . The second term regularizes each
b to have nb neighbors. To handle uncertainty, nb can be a
non-integer. For example, if b could have 0 or 1 neighbors,
having nb = 0.5 equally penalizes both cases. We found
c = 0.25 and T = 0.7 worked well on the validation set for
most experiments and used this in our evaluation. We use
the branch-and-bound variant of ECOS [20] to solve Eq. 1.
VIII. NAF DATASET
We introduce and release a new dataset of annotated
historical form images, the National Archives Forms (NAF)
dataset, with the following properties:
• Varied form layouts, with train, validation, and test sets
having disjoint form layouts.
• Historical, noisy.
• Filled in by hand and/or typewriter.
The NAF dataset is comprised of historical form images
from the United States National Archives. The images are
noisy due to degradation and the machinery used to print
them. Figures 1, 3, and 7 contain examples from the dataset.
We have restricted our pairing dataset to images not
containing tables or prose/fill-in-the-blank information in
order to focus on the label-value problem (other approaches
will be more effective for these types of forms). However,
we use the full dataset for pre-training the detection network.
We divided the images into training, validation, and test
sets, where each set has a distinct set of form layouts, though
there are multiple instances of each form layout within each
set. This mimics the template-free scenario, i.e., we test on
form layouts our system has never seen before. Details of
this dataset can be seen in Table I.
Elements of the images are annotated with quadrilaterals,
which we convert to axis-aligned rectangles. For this work,
we use only the pre-printed text and input text annotations,
though the dataset does contain richer annotations. We use
only the relationships between pre-printed text and input text
elements as these typically are label-value relationships.
Figure 7. Test set examples. Blue and cyan boxes are pre-printed text and input text detections respectively. Green lines are correct relationship predictions,
red lines are false positive errors, orange lines are false negative errors, thin yellow lines are relationships correctly pruned by the optimization, thin pink
lines are relationships incorrectly pruned by the optimization. The relationship AP of the images: top-left 0.625, bottom-left 0.503, bottom-right 0.371
IX. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Training
We train all our models with the Adam optimizer [21]
and used the validation set to determine hyper-parameters.
For both detection and pairing, we uniformly randomly
resize training images to 0.4–0.65 of their original size.
A training instance is a random 652×1608 crop of the
resized image. This size captures several complete relation-
ships while using less memory than a full image. If a text
instance is cropped horizontally, we clip its bounding box to
fit in the window. If a text instance is cropped vertically so
that less than half the bounding box is inside the window,
we remove the instance from the ground truth. For data
augmentation, we also randomly perturb contrast as in [3].
For detection: We use the full dataset for training the
detector network. We apply additional data augmentation
when training the detection network by randomly rotating
images slightly and flipping them horizontally. We use a
learning rate of 0.01 and a batch size of 5. We pre-train the
detector network to 150,000 iterations.
For pairing: We use a subset of the dataset as described
in Section VIII. The detector network is frozen for the
first 2,000 iterations and afterwards its weights are fine-
tuned through all tasks’ losses. At each training iteration for
the pairing network we present either predicted or ground-
truth bounding boxes. The probability of using ground truth
bounding boxes is initially 100% and then lowered until it
reaches 50% at 20,000 iterations. We use an IoU threshold
of 0.4 in aligning predicted and ground truth bounding
boxes to determine which predicted relationships are true.
We threshold detections at 0.5 IoU. If a predicted bounding
box does not overlap with any ground truth, all possible
relationships with it are false. If a prediction overlaps with
ground truth by less than the IoU threshold, we do not
calculate the loss for its relationships that would be true.
We use a learning schedule similar to [22] with a warm-
up of 1,000 iterations, a maximum learning rate of 0.0015
and a mean learning rate of 0.00062 . The batch size is 1.
We terminate training at 125,000 iterations. We weight the
multiple loss terms as follows, detection: 1.0, pairing: 0.5,
and number of neighbor regression: 0.25.
B. Evaluation
Qualitative detection and pairing results for images from
the test set can be seen in Fig. 7. It can be observed in the top
image crop and bottom-left image crop that the optimization
removes several false-positive relationships which are not
Table II
DETECTION RESULTS
Pairing dataset Full dataset
avg. pre-printed text input text avg.
Method # params mAP F-m prec. recall prec. recall mAP F-m
Standard ConvNet (VGG-like) 3M 0.364 0.719 0.811 0.780 0.689 0.603 0.324 0.612
Dilated staggered convs (Fig. 4) pre-trained 2.4M 0.423 0.836 0.861 0.908 0.816 0.763 0.421 0.808
Dilated staggered convs (Fig. 4) fine-tuned 2.4M 0.428 0.795 0.791 0.906 0.726 0.768 - -
Table III
PAIRING RESULTS
Without optimization After global optimization
Method mAP F-m prec. recall mAP F-m prec. recall
Distance based 0.235 0.217 0.134 0.666 0.251 0.306 0.254 0.428
Scoring functions from [8] 0.135 0.063 0.162 0.080 0.136 0.077 0.151 0.086
Classifier w/o visual features 0.248 0.240 0.157 0.680 0.275 0.352 0.277 0.516
ConvNet with visual features 0.585 0.589 0.559 0.655 0.584 0.607 0.654 0.599
Table IV
UPPER BOUND EXPERIMENTS USING PERFECT INFORMATION
optimized using GT
w/ GT NN detections
Method mAP F-m mAP F-m
Distance based 0.413 0.504 0.424 0.314
Scoring functions from [8] 0.136 0.073 0.238 0.085
Classifier w/o visual features 0.509 0.597 0.428 0.377
ConvNet with visual features 0.640 0.721 0.912 0.855
consistent with neighboring predictions (thin yellow lines).
In the bottom-right image the detector struggles to correctly
predict the class of input text that is printed, and thus misses
several relationships. Other observations we made of the
results are that the model struggles with predicting long
distance relationships, and continues to have errors where
multiple relationships are plausible, even after optimization.
For many errors it is unclear what the cause is, e.g. the model
predicts the correct number of neighbors for two detections
that should be paired, but predicts a low probability of
pairing them in the absence of obvious distractors.
For quantitative evaluation we measure mean average
precision (mAP), recall, precision, and F-measure (F-m)
for both detection and relationship predictions. For a text
detection to be correct it must have at least 0.5 IOU with a
GT bounding box and match the GT class. For a predicted
relationship to be correct it must be between two correct
detections whose matched GTs have a relationship.
Average precision (AP) requires continuous scores, so
when we optimize we subtract 1 from the probability of
each rejected relationship to maintain order before calcu-
lating AP. For F-m, recall, and precision we threshold the
detector at 0.5, and we threshold pairing at 0.5 (T=0.5 for
optimization).
We first compare our detection network architecture to
a standard convolutional (VGG-like) network that does not
use dilation. Table II shows the number of parameters in
each model and their respective performance on the full test
set (average of five different training runs). While the dilated
architecture we propose has fewer parameters, it significantly
outperforms the standard convolutional network.
To demonstrate that the proposed learning-based pairing
method outperforms simple heuristics, we implemented two
baseline methods based on heuristic rules. The first is a
simple one based on inverse distance (i.e. closer elements
of opposite classes are more likely to be paired):
si,j = 1− ‖(xi, yi)− (xj , yj)‖ − dmin
dmax − dmin (2)
where (xi, yi) and (xj , yj) are the centers of the bounding
boxes for two detected text elements of different class, and
dmax and dmin are the maximum and minimum distances
for all potential relationships. The second baseline uses a
scoring function adapted from [8]. They use cell boundaries
(of field areas) in some of their scoring terms, which we
cannot use, so we use only the scoring terms based on height,
distance, and whether the value is to the right of the label.
Intuitively, the scoring penalizes pairing text elements of
different heights, distantly separated text elements, and input
text to the right of the pre-printed text.
To evaluate the additive effect of using visual cues in
addition to spatial features, we implemented a baseline
network that takes as input only the spatial features listed
in Section V-B and not the contextual visual features our
full method does. For this classifier we use three fully
connected layers with batch normalization, dropout, and
ReLU activations for the first 2 layers. We use a hidden
size of 256. We trained the network with a binary cross-
entropy loss, a learning rate of 0.001, and a batch size of
512 for 6,000 iterations.
The performance of our proposed method compared to
these baseline methods is shown in Table III (average of
5 training runs). Surprisingly the distance-based method’s
performance is similar to the non-visual classifier. Including
visual features significantly outperforms any of the base-
lines. The global optimization improves F-measure as it
sacrifices some recall for greater precision. The gains are
more evident with the distance-based heuristic and the non-
visual classifier. Our model sees a context window and so
can already reason about neighbors without the optimization.
C. Additional Experiments
As seen in Table IV (average of five training runs),
substituting the ground-truth number of neighbors during
the optimization instead of the predicted number (and using
c = 25) greatly increases the effectiveness of the optimiza-
tion.
Because this work focuses on pairing form elements, we
also evaluate the upper-bound performance of our proposed
and baseline pairing methods by using ground truth text de-
tections instead of predicted ones (Table IV, average of five
training runs). This allows us to examine the performance of
the pairing network independent of the means of detection.
The number of neighbors is part of the detection ground
truth; to minimize this information’s impact we introduce a
±1 uniform noise to the number of neighbors. As expected,
all of the methods improve when given perfect detections as
input.
We also measured the contribution made by the neighbor
prediction network, which refines the predicted number of
neighbors after the initial detection network. The neighbor
prediction network predicts the number of neighbors with
72% accuracy, while the detector alone predicts the number
of neighbors with 50% accuracy, suggesting that the use of
this auxiliary network is helpful.
X. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a trainable, language-agnostic method
to detect and pair pre-printed text and input text in form
images that is robust to noise found in historical documents.
We have also introduced the NAF dataset, which contains
images of historical forms with a variety of layouts, and
evaluated our method against alternative baselines using this
dataset. There is not an existing benchmark for this problem.
The results presented here show that dilated 1×3 convolu-
tions make a FCN more effective at detecting long text lines.
These results also indicate that having a learned method that
uses visual features is important when pairing text lines. We
have also found that optimizing results across a page leads
to increased precision.
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